Delhitians vent ire as blanket ban on vehicles under GRAP

The complete ban on certain kinds of vehicles under the Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP), which came into force from October 10, has been met with anger and a show of the people’s ire.Traffic Police and the Delhi Transport Department have been instructed to rigorously enforce the ban on vehicles.

Delhis are venting their ire at the GRAP rules with its blanket ban of vehiclen categories. The ban on November 3 and 4 has been met with anger and frustration.

The ban has been ordered due to the rise in air pollution levels. The ban includes all motor vehicles of category III (except two-wheelers), category IV, and category V (including public transport buses with more than 20 seats).

The ban does not apply to categories I and II, which include two-wheelers, three-wheelers, and electric and hybrid vehicles.

The ban is expected to be lifted on November 5 and 6.
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Several properties raided

BHUBANESWAR

The Vigilance police on Friday arrested Exim India国际贸易

of Nabarangapur district, Cottages and Streeting in Nabarangapur.

The raids were conducted at the premises of the accused.

The Vigilance special team, under the guidance of Dr. Suresh Rautray, committee president Prasad Ramchandran, conducted the raids.

The raids were conducted in Nabarangapur, Kendrapada, Malkangiri, and Jeypore districts.

The accused was identified as a 30-year-old male from Nabarangapur.

The accused was producing fake documents to sell land to non-tribals.

The accused was arrested and produced in court.

The worth of the seized documents was estimated at Rs 1.50 lakh by the end of 2014-15 to Rs 1.50 lakh by the end of 2022-23.
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Unlocking potentials of rural, heritage tourism...
A senior official of the Ministry of State for Electronics and Information Technology Rajeev Chandrasekhar said the ministry will develop a scheme on which users can flag their own posts as fake. “Many will want users to simply delete their fake content or take them down at ‘RT’ (re-tweet) value,” Chandrasekhar said.

Vishwadeep described deepfakes as “a new way to offend or Español ciencia.” Deepfakes have emerged as a major threat to democracy. They are not only a threat to individuals but also to institutions. We will come today, but we will tomorrow, he said, as we will have the existing laws and rules and laws after previous demise to deal with Deepfakes.

He said that social media platforms are grappling with the exigencies of forming amendments to the existing rules or we can bring in new legislation. “They have been given seven days to align their terms and conditions with the new rules,” Vishwadeep said. The IT Ministry will bring out the draft rules soon.
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Minister reviews progress of underground cabling works

Minister reviews progress of underground cabling works

An integrated power distribution system was reviewed by the Minister of Power, New Delhi, Shri Kailashanand Giri. While the meeting was addressed by the officials from the Ministry of Power, the presentation was made by the Director General of Power Corporation Limited (DPCL), Shri Arun Kumar. The Minister reviewed the power system and directed senior officers to adopt the rate by matching the existing rate with the net revenue anticipated. The net revenue anticipated is calculated by considering the number of consumers, the power loss percentage, and the load factor.

The meeting was addressed by the energy sector, which includes the following aspects:

- Energy efficiency
- Grid management
- Load shedding
- Tariff fixation

The meeting concluded with the minister expressing his satisfaction with the progress made by the officials of the Ministry of Power. He assured the officials of his support in implementing the necessary changes and urged them to continue working towards improving the power distribution system in the country.
Vivek Ramaswamy, US Presidential candidate in the upcoming US elections has stirred a hornets' nest by saying that Hinduism and Christianity are not dissimilar faiths.

"Christianity does not believe there is only one God, who is the father of Jesus, Hinduism, and we have seen, as we have seen the work of many different, whether humans or like animists or pagans, the four major religions, as a whole," Ramaswamy said.

In contrast, Christianity has focused on having opened the scope for spirituality or the like in order to start worshiping to obtain our Lord and His soul, do not see the divine being.

"For example, Jesus Christ and the padma, and probably a penguin of Calvary Hill and also the Vatican, are essentially virtually the homologies in addition to Church worship.

With education and inquiry, much teaching and thinking and learning happened after Christ's death and the enormous contributions of the Pope and St. Peter, etc.

However, by incidentally being the opening of the large Ashram Temple in New Jersey is a case in point.

The function was abolished and the idea of worshiping an elevation finds dedicated to a particular place and an obstacle.

The possibilities of leadership education is essentially a grand union from which we can learn from the running assuming immediately logically, the only weakness for the fact that the prophecy may be imagined, such as one is only a day.

It begins on the ground, as in deductive logic. It is cool again in the US," he said.

The Indian experience has shown that in human society, the trends and influence of the US Midwest, Ramaswamy formed many miracles, most of which were personal (in the sense of the US Midwest, Ramaswamy formed many miracles, most of which were personal (in the sense of the US Midwest, Ramaswamy formed many miracles, most of which were personal (in the sense...
H
arvesting the benefits of the climate action plan
is challenging. While renewable energy sources are increas-
ingly abundant, there are still significant barriers to their
full integration into the energy system. One of the key
challenges is ensuring the reliability and security of
electricity grids, especially in the face of fluctuating
wind and solar generation.

First Column
WHAT AFTER ALL IS ORGANIC PRODUCE?

It’s prudent to buy all produce organic and washthoroughly, to be on safe side

As Hasina vies for a fifth term in the January elections in Bangladesh, she is concurrently curbing opposition political parties to ensure her victory.

In a further twist, Khaleda Zia, a former Prime Minister, finds herself under arrest, denied freedom for medical treatment.

As Bangladesh seeks a fifth term amidst deadly protests, the PM’s office remains impervious to calls for remedy or reform. The Pandora’s Box of corruption, nepotism, and unbridled corruption has been exposed in recent political developments.

The Green Buildings promote efficient strategies to enhance renewable energy to curtail pollution

The essays herein endeavor to provide a comprehensive understanding of these multifaceted challenges and propose potential solutions to overcome them.
Dublin erupts in violence following a knife attack that injured 3 children

PM condemns anti-immigrant protesters

London (AP): Prime Minister Rishi Sunak said on Thursday that three people were seriously injured in a knife attack outside a Dublin college that was the centre of a protest wave against immigration. A large group of thugs. "A school. That a 5-year-old girl was seriously injured in a knife attack outside a Dublin college that was the centre of a protest wave against immigration." Several police officers were injured in the attack.

Nicaragua's Miss Universe title wins exposure deep political divide

A number of police vehicles and ambulances were seen during the protests, which started on Wednesday night and lasted into Thursday morning. The government has expressed its pride in the success of the protest wave against immigration. The government expressed its pride in the success of the protest wave against immigration.

China will allow visa-free entry for France, Germany, the UK, Italy, Japan

In addition, China will allow visa-free entry for France, Germany, the UK, Italy, Japan, and other countries. This is a significant milestone in the development of China's tourism industry.

Vietnam's plan for spending USD 15.5 bn for its clean energy transition

Vietnam's plan for spending USD 15.5 bn for its clean energy transition will be implemented soon. The EU Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam said the plan is a significant milestone for Vietnam's clean energy transition.

India's Covid death toll passes 1 mn; cases cross 7 mn

India's Covid death toll passed 1 mn on Thursday, while the number of cases crossed 7 mn. The number of cases crossed 7 mn. Maha is currently the worst-hit state with 3,000 new cases, followed by Tamil Nadu and Gujarat with 1,500 and 1,000 cases, respectively. The number of deaths in Maha has crossed 15,000.

UN confirms sexual spread of mpox in Congo

The World Health Organization (WHO) said on Thursday that it had confirmed sexual transmission of the monkeypox virus in Congo, where the disease has been spreading since May. The disease has been spreading since May. The disease has been spreading since May.

On cup of climate talks, Guterres venture Antarctica

"Science Advisor" also lauded that making it in Antarctica is an intellectual and emotional journey that will build on the foundation of years of work. The study’s lead author, Katrina Neumann, said, "This is a very exciting time. It’s not just the first time that we’re seeing this many motel guests, but also because we’re doing it under the auspices of the UN, which is leading the way in global climate action."
Instability disrupted economic growth: Pak Finance Minister

Pakistani currency, Finance Minister Asad Umar Ali Khan said on Wednesday that instability disrupted the country’s economic growth, adding that it was needed to be addressed. Addressing the Parliamentarians’ Conference on the theme “Prospects of Pakistan Economy” (CPEC) here on Wednesday, the Finance Minister said that instability had become a menace for the economy due to the confluence of problems like the spike in regulatory reforms, the spike in inflationary pressures, and the spike in regulatory reforms.
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Nissan will invest USD 1.4 billion to make EV versions of its best-selling cars at UK factory

FOR LONDON

Nissan will invest USD 1.4 billion to make EV versions of its best-selling cars at an UK factory in Sunderland, the carmaker announced on Friday.

Nissan's investment is a major vote of confidence in the country's ability to attract foreign direct investment, which contributes 71 billion pounds, or about a quarter of the country's national election next month, as the economy struggles to recover from the pandemic and uncertainty over the region's ties with the UK and high and low carbon car manufacturing.

The Japanese carmaker has agreed to stop producing Leaf crossovers in the UK, saying that it will be the last major factory for Nissan in Europe. The carmaker is closing its Sunderland plant later this year.

The Nissan decision is a significant blow to the UK's vehicle manufacturing industry, which has struggled to recover from the pandemic and uncertainty over the region's ties with the UK and high and low carbon car manufacturing.

The decision comes as the UK's vehicle manufacturing industry continues to face challenges, including a lack of fresh buying and an economic downturn.

The government has announced a plan to provide support for the industry, including a £1 billion loan guarantee scheme. It has also said that it will consider extending the furlough scheme to help workers.
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**Preview: Buffalo**

**SEHER WINS 16TH, FINAL LEG OF HERO WPFG**

**SNEHA BAGS ORDER OF MERIT**

**Sumit, Sasi refuse to travel to Pakistan for Davis Cup**

**Sawitri-Chung duo enters semifinal of China Masters 750**

**AIFL Youth Leagues set to start next month**

**All India Football Federation (AIFF) Youth Leagues set to start next month**

The AIFL Youth Leagues for Under-17, Under-15, and Under-13 categories will commence on November 14 across the country. The Under-17 category will feature teams from the nine AFC zones, while the Under-15 and Under-13 categories will have teams from the 12 Indian Super League (ISL) clubs. The leagues will follow a knockout format with a tournament-based structure. The Under-13 category will feature 16 teams, the Under-15 category will have 24 teams, and the Under-17 category will have 32 teams. The top four teams from each zone will qualify for the national finals.

**SAWITRI CHANG enters semifinal of China Masters 750**

Sawitri Chang, along with her partner Chingangbein Chung, entered the semifinal of the China Masters 750 with a 21-12, 21-14 win over their Chinese opponents. They are currently ranked 54th in the world and will face the top two teams in the world in the semifinal.

**Sumit, Sasi refuse to travel to Pakistan for Davis Cup**

Sumit Nagal and Rohan Bopanna have refused to travel to Pakistan for the Davis Cup tie. The Indian Davis Cup team was handed a wildcard entry into the Davis Cup World Group but the players refused to travel. The BCCI has already lodged a formal protest with the International Tennis Federation (ITF) against the Pakistan Tennis Federation (PTF) and has requested a meeting.

**AIFL Youth Leagues set to start next month**

The All India Football Federation (AIFF) Youth Leagues are scheduled to start on November 14 across the country. The leagues will feature teams from the nine AFC zones and will follow a knockout format with a tournament-based structure. The leagues are scheduled to be held in eight locations across India.

**Israel's Davis Cup entry defaults against Pakistan**

Israel's Davis Cup team has defaulted against Pakistan, refusing to travel to the country for the tie. Israel had already been granted a wildcard entry into the Davis Cup World Group. The Pakistan Tennis Federation (PTF) had requested a meeting with the International Tennis Federation (ITF) against the Pakistan Tennis Federation (PTF) and has requested a meeting.

**All India Tennis Association (AITA) updates and reiterates stance**

The All India Tennis Association (AITA) has updated its stance on the Davis Cup tie between India and Pakistan. The AITA has reiterated its stance that it will not allow any Indian player to travel to Pakistan for the tie. The AITA has also requested a meeting with the International Tennis Federation (ITF) against the Pakistan Tennis Federation (PTF) and has requested a meeting.

**2032 Olympics backers confirm main Brisbane stadium will be ready in time**

Brisbane has confirmed that the main stadium for the 2032 Olympic Games will be ready in time for the Games. The stadium will be located in the Brisbane CBD and will have a capacity of 50,000. The stadium will be built over the next five years and will be completed in time for the Games.

**Afghanistan's first woman pilot to fly in country's national team**

Afghanistan's first female pilot, Feroza Ayubi, has been selected to fly in the country's national team. Ayubi's appointment comes after the rejection of a female pilot by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) for the 2022 Winter Olympics.

**India's Davis Cup entry defaults against Pakistan**

India's Davis Cup team has defaulted against Pakistan, refusing to travel to the country for the tie. India had already been granted a wildcard entry into the Davis Cup World Group. The Pakistan Tennis Federation (PTF) had requested a meeting with the International Tennis Federation (ITF) against the Pakistan Tennis Federation (PTF) and has requested a meeting.
It was Pat Cummins’ best day with ball: Labuschagne on WC final

**SPORT 12**

Foden shows middle-order batsman Suryakumar Yadav his admiration for his knock in the first T20 against Australia on Thursday, hitting the winning runs with a single needed off the final ball.

Simon O’Donnell is not in form, former Australian cricketer.

“Everyone will say, ‘Oh yeah, coming off a World Cup, and our analyst really got it right’,” said O’Donnell, who scored 100 runs in 31 overs in the World Cup.

“Then the thoughts were to have a high strike rate and restricted Rohit Sharma to 25, which is what we were after,” said O’Donnell.

With an economy rate of 3.66, O’Donnell’s new-ball spell was the highlight of the innings. He also bowled an unbeaten 22 off 14 deliveries.

“I think that was certainly Pat’s last day with the ball,” said O’Donnell.

“Unfortunately, there were no wickets,” said O’Donnell.

“From a team perspective, we really worked well as a unit,” said O’Donnell.

“Australia batter Marnus Labuschagne said he had never seen someone like Suryakumar Yadav in his career.

“From my point of view, he was a dream player,” said Labuschagne.

“After 110, wickets were the easiest wickets to get. I think I had the opportunity to get four or five wickets,” said Labuschagne.

“From a team perspective, we really worked well as a unit,” said Labuschagne.
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*AUSTRALIA BATTER MARNUS LABUSCHAGNE*